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Concept Searching Launches Metadata-Driven World 2018 Webinar Series

Webinar Topics Focus on Managing and Leveraging Metadata to Achieve Business Process
Improvements

MCLEAN, Va., US and STEVENAGE, UK (PRWEB UK) 14 December 2017 -- Concept Searching, the global
leader in semantic metadata generation, auto-classification, and taxonomy management software, is pleased to
announce its Metadata-Driven World 2018 Webinar Series.

Designed for both business and technical professionals, these webinars provide practical and useful knowledge
on how organizations can improve the management of metadata. The series explores how metadata enhances
business practices, frees up IT teams, caters to end users, and helps organizations meet their information
management objectives.

“Our Metadata-Driven World 2018 Webinar Series examines how to consistently capture and leverage
metadata, to reduce risk and improve business processes. With the proliferation of content and a history of
manual tagging, organizations are now evaluating proactive metadata management approaches that solve
business problems and improve productivity,” said Martin Garland, President of Concept Searching. “The
surfacing of intelligent metadata for decision making, creating intelligent content in context, is a core strength
of our award-winning solutions, used by many leading organizations globally, to successfully meet their unique
business challenges,” he concluded.

Delivered by technology and industry experts, the webinars explore real-life scenarios of organizations that
have deployed Concept Searching technologies, to automatically generate business-critical metadata to resolve
a variety of business issues.

Webinar topics reflect those of interest to the Microsoft community, such as enterprise search, protection of
personal and confidential information, records management, intelligent migration, General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), and collaboration. These are priority focus areas for those who need to manage and
leverage metadata to improve organizational performance.

All webinars are now open for registration, and details and registration links can be found in the Upcoming
Webinars area of Concept Searching’s website and below.

Using Metadata-Driven Taxonomies to Solve Business Problems
Wednesday, January 17, 2018
This webinar shows the functions that transform traditional taxonomy building into a high-value suite of
interactive tools that simplify content management and drive business processes. It illustrates the taxonomy
building process, using automatically generated, semantic metadata.
Read More and Register

Going Meta in SharePoint – Tricks of the Trade
Wednesday, February 14, 2018
This webinar explains how going meta helps transcend typical metadata use and the intricacies of SharePoint
metadata management. It discusses best practices for managing metadata in SharePoint, and how metadata can
be used to automate and drive business processes, to provide an enterprise metadata framework.

http://www.prweb.com
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Read More and Register

Enough Talk – Solving GDPR Problems Through Metadata-Driven Compliance
Wednesday, March 14, 2018
This webinar explains not only the ramifications of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) but also how
to address the compliance issues. It examines the tactical aspects of the solution, little-known stumbling blocks,
and different tools that automate changes and provide an audit trail for compliance.
Read More and Register

Metadata-Driven Cleanup of Files, Content, and Email
Wednesday, May 2, 2018
Most organizations have an overwhelming amount of saved content. Records are often not declared, sensitive
information lacks control, and redundant files slow down search, often causing noncompliance. This webinar
discusses content optimization, what it does, and why it should be done on a quarterly basis.
Read More and Register

Discovery, Risk, and Insight in a Metadata-Driven World
Wednesday, June 13, 2018
Discovery, risk, and insight mean something different to every organization, even at different locations within
the same company. This webinar shows how automatic generation and use of semantic metadata provides a
detailed view of risk mitigation for data security, compliance, and operational intelligence.
Read More and Register

Getting Lost in Semantics – Selecting the Right Search Engine
Wednesday, September 12, 2018
The definition of semantics can vary, depending on who is using it. This webinar takes the mystery and
confusion out of search. It explains which technologies work, which don’t, and why. And it demonstrates how
to select the right technology, to get the right results, all the time.
Read More and Register

Why You Need Metadata-Driven Records Management
Wednesday, October 17, 2018
Microsoft is continually adding new features to Office 365, and it is sometimes easy to get lost in information.
This webinar explores records management in Office 365 and SharePoint on-premises. It explains the
importance of metadata, in improving records management and the synergy with classification labels.
Read More and Register

About Concept Searching

Concept Searching is the industry leader specializing in semantic metadata generation, auto-classification, and
taxonomy management. Platform agnostic, Concept Searching also has a Microsoft Gold Application
Development competency, and offers a complete suite of SharePoint and Office 365 solutions. The award-
winning technologies encompass the entire portfolio of unstructured information assets in on-premises, cloud,
or hybrid environments. Clients have deployed the intelligent metadata enabled solutions to improve search,
records management, identification and protection of privacy data, migration, text analytics, eDiscovery, and
enterprise social networking applications.
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Concept Searching is headquartered in the US with offices in the UK, Canada and South Africa.

All product and company names herein may be trademarks of their respective owners.
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Contact Information
Lesley Noble
Concept Searching Limited
http://www.conceptsearching.com
+44 20 3239 5302

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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